Copy-number variants (CNVs) are a major cause of several genetic disorders, making their 24 detection an essential component of genetic analysis pipelines. Current methods for detecting 25
INTRODUCTION 44
Copy-number variants (CNVs) are a major source for genomic variation, evolution, and disease 45 (Sebat et Step 1 and 2), followed by 138 building the classifier using training data and discriminatory features, and finally running the classifier on the test data. The complete 139 pipeline is outlined as follows.
CN-Learn -Conceptual workflow
Step 1: CNV predictions were made using four exome-based CNV callers. While CANOES, CODEX, 140 CLAMMS and XHMM were used in this study, a generic pipeline can be constructed with a different set or number of callers. 141
Breakpoints of overlapping calls from multiple callers were then resolved.
Step 2: Breakpoint-resolved CNVs were labeled as "true" 142 or "false" based on the overlap with "gold standard" calls and subsequently used to train CN-Learn.
Step 3: Caller-specific and 143 genomic features were extracted for the labeled CNVs in the training and testing set.
Step 4: CN-Learn was trained as a Random 144
Forest classifier using the extracted features of the CNVs in the training set to make predictions on the CNVs from the testing set. 145 8 146 Step 1: Build decision trees/rules (Training)
Step 2: Test each CNV through the decision trees (Testing) training data to classify each CNV in the test set as either "True" or "False". If the predicted probability score was greater than 0.5, the 149 CNV call was classified as "True". Calls with predicted probability score <0.5 were labeled as "False". Table 1 ). (C) The frequency of microarray validated and invalidated CNVs, distributed across 153 20 bins of increasing predicted probability scores, is shown. For the probability bins less than 0.5, the proportion of CNVs that were 154 validated was higher than the proportion of CNVs that was not validated. This indicated that classification score of 0.5 is an 155 appropriate threshold for distinguishing "true" and "false" CNVs. 156 (Supplemental Table 2 ). We captured the aggregate performance of CN-Learn using ten 157 random draws of training data (10-fold cross validation), stratified by sample. CN-Learn used the 158 twelve predictors supplied with each CNV in the test set (see Methods) and classified the calls as 159 either "true" or "false" at 91% precision and 86% recall rates. The overall diagnostic ability of 160 the binary classifier, measured as the area under the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) 161 curve, was 95% ( Figure 3A) . Despite sampling different sets of training data for each iteration 162 during cross-validation, the performance of CN-Learn was consistent across all ten iterations for 163 both precision (91±5%) and recall rates (86±5%) (Figure 3B) . 164
165
We also assessed the relative importance of each feature towards making accurate CNV 166 predictions by calculating the Gini index (defined as the total decrease in improvements to the 167 node purity for all splits on each feature averaged over all trees in the forest) (Breiman 2001) . 168 We found that features such as the number of exome capture probes spanning a given call, the 169 extent to which CANOES agreed with a CNV prediction, concordance among the callers, and 170 GC content provided the most discriminatory power to the classifier ( Figure 3C ). Post-171 classification analysis of the concordance profile indicated that only 34% of all CNVs classified 172 as "true" had support from all the four callers, while the remaining 66% lacked support from at 173 least one caller (Supplemental Fig. S4 ). Overall, these results highlight the ability of CN-Learn 174 to look beyond the single measure of concordance typically used in a Venn-diagram based 175 approach, and to utilize the discriminatory power of additional variables to identify high-176 confidence CNVs in a systematic manner. 177
178

Performance of CN-Learn is robust across varying CNV sizes and training sets 179
We independently trained CN-Learn using varying proportions of training data (between 10% 180 and 70% in increments of 10%) and observed steady performance gains with increase in the 181 number of training samples ( Figure 3A) . Interestingly, even when the classifier was built using 182 just 10% of the total samples (n=29 samples), we obtained 90% precision and a recall rate of 183 75%, indicating the robustness of the classifier when learning from minimal training data. We The utility of alternate methods for CNV detection hence rests on the ability to both 296 eliminate false positives among completely concordant predictions and recover true CNVs that lack 297 adequate support from multiple callers. Therefore, instead of addressing the shortcomings of 298 existing methods by developing yet another CNV detection tool, our study focused on offering a 299 reliable integrative approach. In this study, we demonstrate a machine-learning approach that 300 leverages caller-specific and genomic contexts from a subset of validated calls to identify high-301 could simplify this data extraction layer by using a single read-depth tool without adversely 324 impacting the results of the individual callers. Finally, we also acknowledge the complexity 325 associated with resolving breakpoint conflicts from multiple callers that arise during data 326 integration. While we presented two strategies to resolve breakpoints of concordant CNVs (see 327 Methods), future studies could explore more effective strategies before using CN-Learn. As 328 population-scale projects continue to generate large exome-sequencing datasets, the need and 329 importance of robust CNV integration approaches such as CN-Learn is apparent. Concordance count and read-depth ratio (RD ratio ) for both breakpoint-resolved concordant calls and 392 singletons were also supplied as features. As individual algorithms use different GC and repeat 393 content (mappability) thresholds to classify CNV predictions as outliers, CNVs with extreme GC 394 content or low mappability could be predicted by one caller but discarded as an outlier by the other 395 callers. To take this into account, we extracted GC content data using the "nuc" option in bedtools 396 Table 2 ). To address the imbalance between the 411 number of true and false CNVs, we stratified the training data by sample to accurately reflect the 412 clinical setting as follows: CNVs in p% of the samples were used for training, and the remaining (1-413 p)% were used as the testing set. For a random forest built with "N" trees, "M" predictors and "C" 414 classes, the probability of an observation "o" belonging to the class "c" ("true" or "false") can be 415 CNV calls with predicted probability score >0.5 were then classified as "true". We selected this 438 cutoff based on the distribution of validated ("true") and invalidated ("false") CNVs across the 439 predicted probability scores (ranging between 0 and 1). For both duplications and deletions, the 440 proportion of true calls compared to false calls was higher for CNVs with probability scores >0.5 441 (Figure 2C ). This indicated that at a 0.5 threshold, the classifier recovers as many true CNVs 442 (recall) as possible without compromising on the false positive rate (precision). 443
444
Statistical analysis 445
All statistical analyses, including the calculation of precision-recall rates, feature importance, and 446 ROC areas, were performed using the Python library scikit-learn (v 0.18.1) (Pedregosa et al. 2012) . 447
Plots were generated using the R package ggplot2 and the Python library matplotlib. 
